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In addition to the existing preregistration plan, we preregister the Downstream Conse-

quences Study.

Study parameters

• Sample size wave 1: 1,500 (about 750 per treatment)

• Sample size wave 2: We will reinvite all participants one to two days later to a

follow-up study. We expect a completion rate of between 60% and 80%.

• Sample type: Prolific sample (balanced on gender, otherwise no quotas)

• Start of data collection: March 5th, 2024 (after preregistration)

• Number of treatments conditions: 4 (2x2 design)

• Randomization method: Computerized via Qualtrics

• We plan to work with all complete responses. In the (typically very rare) case that

a respondent submits multiple responses, we only count the first response.

• In wave 1, respondents can only start with the survey if they pass an attention

screener. Moreover, they can only proceed with the survey if they pass a compre-

hension quiz that tests their understanding of the scenarios (multiple attempts are

allowed).

Study design: Wave 1 Survey wave 1 consists of two parts. The second part is a

shorter version of the main descriptive survey for households (see full instructions of

the main survey). We only consider the Nike good news case and ask the following

questions:

• Prediction: In which scenario is the future expected return of an investment in the

stock over the next year higher?

• Open-ended explanation of prediction
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• Background characteristics

The first part of the survey contains the experimental manipulation. We implement

two conditions.

Control Participants learn about the geographical phenomenon of the tidal range

and the factors that influence the tidal range.

Treatment Participants learn that and why the expected future success of a com-

pany is not a reliable indicator of the future success of an investment in its stock.

The precise instructions of the two conditions are attached below.

In comparison to the control condition, the treatment condition familiarizes partici-

pants with the consequences of equilibrium on stock markets. Other features such as

text difficulty and length are comparable across the two conditions.

Study design: Wave 2 We will reinvite all participants who completed wave 1 to a

follow-up study one to two days later. Wave 2 is divided in two parts. Part 1 is based on

the main descriptive study but adopts a between-subject design and relies on real news.

Specifically, it deviates from the main study as follows:

• between-subject design: respondents see either good or bad news about the stock

of the company Comcast (treatment variation, orthogonal to the treatment varia-

tion in wave 1)

• real news: the news is real old news

• quantitative return forecast: respondents make a quantitative return forecast

• incentivized return forecast: the return forecast is incentivized

• incentivized investment decision: after respondents explain their return forecast,

they make an incentivized investment decision where they can invest £100 in

either a safe savings bond or the Comcast stock

Wave 2 contains additional questions on (i) respondents’ perceived importance of

tracking company news for successful stock investment and (ii) respondents’ beliefs

about the relationship between a stock’s risk and expected return.

See instructions for all details.

We plan to winsorize the quantitative return forecasts at +30% and −30%.
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Research question Does the tendency to neglect equilibrium pricing cause respon-

dents to expect higher returns in response to stale good news, to trade on stale news,

to view tracking company news as important for successful stock investment, and to

believe in a reverse risk-return trade-off?

We test whether explaining the consequences of equilibrium on stock markets affects

individuals’ sensitivity to stale news and their responses to our other two outcome ques-

tions.
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Wave 1: Treatment condition
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Participants have to click on a “next” button to reveal points 1–4 step by step.
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Wave 1: Control condition
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[Short version of Nike good news scenario follows]
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Wave 2: Good news condition
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Wave 2: Bad news condition
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